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About This Game

You are a detective, you have to work hard to think through various puzzles, unlock the level, and finally win!
More than 10 diverse levels

Various brain burning puzzles
Challenge your thinking!

This is my first successful game. If there are any deficiencies, please forgive v_v!
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detective escape 1 walkthrough. detective escape 1. detective escape 1 - unlimited room

Nice dlc but I can't figure out how to activate it ;( someone help!. Is it worth 99 cents? No. There are about 5 upgrades and once
they are all upgraded many times, they start costing thousands which you can barely afford. After about 20 minutes there is no
progression so you decide to log off. You join back to realize all of your progress has been reset!

Summary:
Not enough features\/items for it to exceed cookie clicker. 2\/10. Beated under 4hrs.
A tiny little platformer, suited for anyone who wants some quick fun \/ challenges without getting into it too much.

Pros:
+Tight controls
+Good room designs, fair challenging

Cons:
-No map system, no indication for items you've already got, which makes back tracking somewhat painful (yes, there IS back
tracking in this game, not much though)
-Wall running may not work sometimes. It is one of the best games i played when i was like 4 and i'm 10 and its still great.. Nice
little game with a good Soundtrack.
Took me around 3h to complete it (including all the achievements).. Cute girls in mecha suits, what more could you want.

Joking aside, the game is pretty repetitive, but at the same time fun and challenging especially upgrading and fulfilling mission
criteria for unlocking... unlockables.. Okay. First, this is an old-school RPG. By that I mean, anyone expecting modern bells and
whistles will be VERY disappointed. Hardcore and old-school gamers will likely find it to be an engaging story with mechanics
they may not be used to.

I do suggest getting the entire trilogy at the same time, if you are interested.
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Chosen 2 is the sequel to The Chosen RPG. After the events of that game, Edge must find his father's spirit to have a chance to
escape the Underworld. At the same time, the rest of his crew must deal with dark rumblings as other dark forces make their
prescence known.

This game was worth every penny I paid for it. Though, considering I bought it with a coupon.. The game is great the only
problem is the handling, other then that its great. But why play it, if the handling is going to make you not have a chance. When
this gets fixed I will change my rating, the time I put is enough to know the handling is not good.. Great roguelike game!. never
felt so sexually violated by butter before.
10/10. This game is a mess.. it's not the worst game I've ever played but it's so fucking annoying, I can't reccommend this. Only
get it if you have a 90% coupon, even then it's just barely worth it.
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